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The highly debatable issue of homosexual relationship comes under the purview of applied ethics  

and demands moral deliberations in order to discuss the legitimacy of their action. Homosexual acts  

are against our societal norms, traditional beliefs and religious principles but then they are voluntary  

acts based on freedom of choice and determinism and thus homosexuality cannot be debarred from  

being practised. Homosexuality was once considered a legal offence, but is now, decriminalized by  

majority of the developed countries. Homosexuals are even struggling for its legalization in co- 

operation with various government and non- government organizations. Hence, in such a situation  

there is a call for a detailed discussion on the issue of homosexual relationship, especially its ethicality  

and its influence on the society. This project is undertaken with the objective of bringing forth the  

ethicality of homosexual liaison, to analyze and see what can be accepted about homosexual  

relationship and what can be rejected. We shall also examine and see whether homosexual  

relationship is conducive to the well being of the human society and also find the views of the younger  

generation especially, the students on this sensitive issue through the method of questionnaire and  

interview schedule.  
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Introduction :Homosexuality is the romantic or sexual  

attraction or behavior among members of the same sex,  

situational or as an enduring disposition. Homosexuality  

is widely encountered in the animal kingdom  Among  

humans, the prevalence of homosexuality is difficult to  

determine accurately. Studies suggest between two and  

twenty percent of the population exhibit some degree of  

homosexual sensibility, though in many earlier cultures  

homosexual relations were prevalent. Throughout  

history, individual aspects of homosexuality have been  

admired or condemned according to various societies'  

sexual norms. When praised, those aspects were seen  

as a way to improve society; when condemned,  

particular activities were seen as a sin or a disease, and  

some homosexual behavior was prohibited by law.  

Since the middle of the 20th century homosexuality has  

been gradually delisted as a disease and decriminalized  

in some of the developed countries. Homosexuality is  

rapidly thinning out in the society and this trend is being  

all the time more exercised. It is estimated that a little 
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less than 10% of the culture is homosexual, though a  

superior percentage of the populace seems to believe, it  

is acceptable even though it may not be alluring to them.  

The pro-homosexual movement is very aggressive and  

is supported by leading politicians, organizations,  

agencies, etc. 

The research project entitled  “The Issue of  

Homosexual Relationship: An Ethical Perspective” 

is prepared with the aim of justifying homosexual  

relationship. Screening the topic from an ethical  

standpoint means moral evaluation of the conduct and  

voluntary actions of homosexuals with reference to an  

ideal. Ethics also called as “Moral Philosophy” is the  

science of customs or habits of men. It evaluates the  

voluntary actions and habitual actions of persons and  

considers their rightness and wrongness. Ethics seeks  

to determine the supreme ideal involved in human  

conduct. It seeks to teach us how we can pass correct  

moral judgments upon human conduct, consider it as 
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